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Abstract: A system structure is deemed as a trade-off between requirements and complexity. An effective 

measurement of structural complexity is the basis of choosing a reasonable system structure. In this paper, a 

structural complexity evaluation model of information systems is established through three factors: 

subsystem complexity, interactional complexity, and topological complexity. In addition, we introduce 

quantitative calculation methods related to the three factors. Finally, the proposed model is verified by the 

case of an air defense suppression system. 
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1. Introduction 

Basically, the design of information systems should be materialized as a simple enough system architecture 

under the premise of meeting system functions. To a certain extent, a complex information system raises the 

difficulties of system design and development, increases the development cost and time, and reduces the 

system reliability. Therefore, we argue that the measurement of system complexity is beneficial for 

controlling and managing the complexity during the information system design and development stages. 

Currently, the complexities of information systems are inevitably increased with the widespread use of 

advanced information technologies, such as cloud computing, big data, mobile Internet, and the Internet of 

Things. The above technologies expand application areas of information systems, vary user number and types, 

and consequently demand more complicated functions. Additionally, the system complexity can also be 

increased by uncertain scenarios and tasks. 

Therefore, system architects and designers should develop an optimized system architecture to balance 

system requirements and complexity. Which means, the designers must be able to reasonably analyze the 

complexity of different structures in the design phase. To achieve this goal, an appropriate measurement 

indicator should be introduced to measure system complexity. 

Multiple complexity metrics have been proposed in the literature. In the software engineering field, the 

software complexity has been evaluated since the 1970s, with the help of indicators including use lines of 

code, algorithmic test paths, programming efforts, and information flows [1]-[6]. Some of the well-known 

metrics include the cyclomatic metric proposed by Mccabe [1], [6] and the interconnectivity-based metric 

developed by Kafura and Henry [2]. In addition, Brito [4] proposes seven standards for object-oriented 
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software lifecycle and quality assurance. A set of formal theorems for evaluating the features of software 

metrics are proposed by Weyuker [5]. 

The system complexity is also studied in other engineering areas. For example, El-Haik and Yang [7] 

introduce a complexity metric method on the basis of Boltzmann derivation of entropy. Whitney et al. [8] 

focus on the relationships between components and their interfaces on the purpose of complexity metric. 

Kreimeyer et al. [9], [10] constrain the metric from the system hierarchy and information transfer efficiency. 

Additionally, Sinha et al. [11]-[14] suggest the use of matrix energy to evaluate structural complexity. With 

regard to the complex military information systems, Domerçant [16] proposes a structural complexity 

assessment method based on cyclomatic complexity. In order to manage the complexity of aerospace systems, 

Becz et al. [18] have developed an abstract complexity measure approach. Furthermore, Ref. [19] presents a 

complexity classification in the system design stage. 

We mainly discuss the structural complexity analysis method of information systems in this paper. The rest 

of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the related research results of the complexity metric, 

and concludes a structural complexity measure model. To quantify this model, Section 3 proposes a detailed 

calculation method. Section 4 verifies the proposed method with an illustrative case. 

2. Structural Complexity Metric Model 

Recently, the complexity theory has attracted extensive attention within the field of system development. 

A variety of complexity classifications have been proposed. Ref. [19] divides the complexity of system design 

and development into three categories: 1) structural complexity; 2) dynamic complexity; and 3) 

organizational complexity. Specifically, the structural complexity is reflected by the composition and 

structure of the system. The dynamic complexity is determined by the system behaviors. Which means, the 

dynamic complexity can be raised by the difficulties of predicting and describing the behavioral processes. 

Furthermore, organizational complexity relates with the organizational structures and development 

processes. For the purpose of system architecture optimization design, we mainly focus on the structural 

complexity of information systems in this paper. 

In general, the complexity of an information system is closely related to the system functions, subsystem 

connections, and subsystem topology. Detailly, the complexity can be positively influenced by the system 

functions and subsystems. In addition, the increasing interactions and requirements between subsystems can 

produce a higher complexity. Furthermore, the system topology can also differentiate the complexity, 

although with the same number of system functions and subsystem interactions. Overall, the structural 

complexity of information systems is a measurable characteristic, which depends on the quantity of 

subsystems and their connectivity structure. 

According to the above explanation, the structural complexity metric is presented as formula (1): 

 

𝐶 = 𝐶1 + 𝐶2 × 𝐶3                                   (1) 

 
The introduction of Eq. (1) considers several previous research on complexity measures [11], [16], [17]. 

According to Eq. (1), the structural complexity is composed by the sum of individual subsystem’s complexity 

and the complexity arising from interconnections among subsystems. The structural complexity metric (C) 

shown in Eq. (1) includes three terms: C1 refers to the sum of individual subsystem’s complexities; C2 is the 

sum of complexities arising from interactions between subsystems; C3 represents the topological complexity 

of the system, depending by the interface deployment of the system.  

C3 expresses the relationship between subsystems’ connections and system complexity from another 

perspective. Different from C2 focusing on the individual connection, C3 aims to explain the global impact of 
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subsystems’ connections with various topology. One complicated topological structure can produce an extra 

complexity although with less subsystems’ connections. Therefore, the complexity arising from 

interconnections between subsystems is formalized by the multiple of C2 and C3.  

3. Structural Complexity Metric 

3.1. Complexity of Subsystem (C1) 

According to Eq.(1), the complexity of subsystems is an important factor affecting the overall complexity 

of information systems. C1 in Eq.(1) can be calculated by the sum of the complexity of each subsystem, ie 

 

𝐶1 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1                         (2) 

 
where 𝑐𝑖   represents the complexity of ith subsystem, N is the number of subsystems in an information 

system. 

The complexity of each subsystem refers to its internal complexity, which is closely related to the functions 

it performs. The complexity is positively influenced by the functions and their executive processes. 

We suppose that F = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, ⋯ , 𝑓𝑀}  represents the functions performed by one system. Meanwhile, the 

complexity of each function is different. The complexity of one function can be determined by experts' 

experience. Assuming that the complexity of each function in set F is w1,⋯ ,𝑤𝑀, and subsystem 𝑠𝑖 can fulfill 

functions {𝑓𝑖1 ,⋯ , 𝑓𝑛𝑖}, we can determine the complexity of 𝑠𝑖 as following: 

𝑐𝑖 =∑𝑤𝑗

𝑛𝑖

𝑗=1

 

Besides system functions, we argue that C1 is also related to the granularity of system decomposition. A 

subsystem that performs one function is less complex than another subsystem that performs multiple 

functions. Briefly, the finer the granularity of decomposition, the lower the complexity of each subsystem. 

Therefore, C1 can be calculated by equation (3). 

 

𝐶1 =
∑ 𝑐𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁
=
∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑗

𝑛𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑁
𝑖=1  

𝑁
                        (3) 

 

3.2. Interactional Complexity (C2) 

To express the complexity of interactions between subsystems, C2 in Eq.(1) can be measured by Eq.(4)  

 

𝐶2 = ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑗𝑖,𝑗                         (4) 

 
where  𝛽𝑖𝑗 denotes the complexity of interaction between subsystem i and j. 

In general, the interactional complexity is closely related to the interactional mode, content, and 

requirements. This kind of complexity can be calculated with the properties in the interactions of subsystems. 

During the information exchanging process, the level of interoperability is a standard that describes how 

and what is required to interact between two objects. Levels of information systems interoperability (LISI) 

[21] classifies the interoperability levels according to the Procedure, Application Infrastructure and 

Data(PAID). According to LISI, the level of interoperability is divided into five levels, which reflect the 

interactional complexity from low to high. Therefore, the interoperability level is deemed as a measure of the 

interactional complexity (C2). 
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In addition, the timeliness and confidentiality requirements of information interactions are also important 

factors affecting the complexity of interactions. Generally speaking, the timeliness of information interaction 

T is divided into three kinds, including real-time, near real-time, and non-real-time. At the same time, the 

level of confidentiality is generally divided into four levels, including top secret, confidential, secret, and 

public. 

According to Eq.(4), 𝛽𝑖𝑗  describes the complexity of information interactions between subsystem 

𝑠𝑖  and 𝑠𝑗. Considering the above contents, the value of 𝛽𝑖𝑗 can be represented by interoperability level (𝐼𝑖𝑗), 

timeliness (𝑇𝑖𝑗), and confidentiality (𝑆𝑖𝑗). Therefore, 𝛽𝑖𝑗  can be defined as following 

 

β𝑖𝑗 =
𝐼𝑖𝑗

5
+
𝑆𝑖𝑗

4
+
𝑇𝑖𝑗

3
                        (5) 

 
We assume that matrix A denotes the adjacency matrix, which describes the interactional relationships 

among subsystems of information systems. 𝑎𝑖𝑗 is an element of matrix A. And 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,⋯𝑁. 

 

𝑎𝑖𝑗 = {
1            𝑛𝑖 → 𝑛𝑗
0     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

 

Therefore, C2 can be calculated by Eq.(6) 

𝐶2 = ∑ ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑗𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=1

𝑁
𝑖=1                         (6) 

 

3.3. Topological Complexity  

In general, topological complexity can be measured by cyclomatic complexity or matrix energy. We will 

compare these two approaches and select a suitable method. The cyclomatic complexity is calculated on the 

basis of the system process model. According to the cyclomatic complexity metric, the topological complexity 

is expressed as Eq.7. 

𝐶3 = 𝑒 − 𝑛 + 2𝑝                        (7) 

where n = the number of vertices (nodes) in the process model, e = the number of edges in the process model, 

and p = the number of components that system partitions. We suppose p=1 in the paper. 

According to Eq. (7), topological complexity is closely related to the missions or tasks performed by the 

system. The execution process of each task can result in the different system complexity. Due to that complex 

information systems usually perform multiple tasks, face with different scenarios, and even need to deal with 

uncertain tasks and scenarios, the cyclomatic complexity cannot accurately reflect the overall complexity of 

information systems. 

With regards to complex information systems, the design of interactions between subsystems should 

consider the tasks accomplished by the system and combine the requirements of different scenarios. After 

analyzing the requirements of interactions in typical tasks and various scenarios, the system structure can be 

established to satisfy requirements of all tasks and scenarios. The structure is more comprehensive to reflect 

the system topology, also determines the uniqueness of complexity.  

Ref.[20] calculates the cyclomatic complexity with system structure diagrams. However, this method can’t 

explain the complex system topology perfectly. For example, Fig. 1 lists two system structures with the same 

number of nodes and edges. The connective structures in Figure 1 are different. According to Ref. [20], the 

cyclomatic complexities of these two structures are all 1 (C3(a)=C3(b)=1). Considering the viewpoint of 

system tasks, their complexities should be obviously different. 
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Fig. 1. Two structures of a system. 

 

Matrix energy (denoted as E), which describes the singular value of the system adjacency matrix, is another 

measurement approach for interactional complexity. Taking Fig. 1 into consideration, their values of matrix 

energy are respectively 4.9 (E(a)) and 6.83 (E(b)). Which means, the different connective structures can result 

into different complexities. 

Therefore, we adopt the matrix energy to measure the topological complexity. Specifically, the topological 

complexity is calculated by the singular value of the adjacency matrix of the system, as shown in Eq.8. 

 

𝐶3 = 𝐸(𝐴) = ∑ 𝜎𝑖𝑖                              (8) 

 
where E(A) refers to the sum of the singular values of matrix A, 𝜎𝑖  represents the ith singular value of A. 

4. Case  

Considering the Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD) system described in Ref. [17], we aim to 

analyze its structural complexity in this section Combining the system resources including sea, land, air, and 

space, the SEAD system mainly aims to weaken and destroy the capabilities of enemy’s air defense systems.  

The SEAD system is composed by F/A-18 Hornet, AH-64 Apache, EA-6B Prowler, M252 Mortar Crew, E-2 

Hawkeye, and CVN. This system can perform functions including detecting, identifying, correlating/tracking, 

target assignment, and weapon controlling. The detailed activity flows and the mapping relationships 

between the activities and the subsystems are shown in Ref. [17]. 

The specific functions performed by subsystems are displayed in Table 1. Table 2 lists the complex degree 

of each function. 

 

Table 1. The Functions Performed by Subsystems in SEAD  
Functions 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.3 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 

F/A-18    X   X  X     X  X  
AH-64    X   X  X     X  X  
EA-6B    X   X  X      X X  
M252       X  X     X X   
E-2     X X  X  X X       
CVN X X X  X X  X   X X X    X 

 

Table 2. The Complexity of Functions 
Functions 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.3 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 

complexity 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

According to Eq.(3), C1 is calculated as the following: 

𝐶1 =
∑ 𝑐𝑖
6
𝑖=1

6
=
114

6
= 19 

We supposed that the attributes of the interactional relationship in the SEAD are shown in Table 1. Figure 

a b
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2 expresses the connective structure of SEAD [17]. According to Eq.(6), C2 can be obtained as 49.18. 

 
Table 3. The Attributes of Interaction Relationships in SEAD 

Name  Interoperability  timeliness confidentiality 𝛽𝑖𝑗  

F/A-18 to CVN 4 3 2 2.3 

CVN to F/A-18 4 3 2 2.3 

M252 to CVN 4 3 2 2.3 

CVN to M252 4 3 2 2.3 

AH-64 to CVN 4 3 2 2.3 

CVN to AH-64 4 3 2 2.3 

EA-6B to CVN 4 2 2 1.97 

CVN to EA-6B 3 2 2 1.77 

F/A-18 to E2 4 3 2 2.3 

E2 to F/A-18 4 3 2 2.3 

M252 to E2 4 2 2 1.97 

 E2 to M252 4 2 2 1.97 

AH-64 to E2 4 3 2 2.3 

E2 to AH-64 4 3 2 2.3 

EA-6B to E2 4 2 2 1.97 

E2 to EA-6B 4 2 2 1.97 

E2 to CVN 4 2 2 1.97 

CVN to E2 4 2 2 1.97 

M252 to EA-6B 3 2 2 1.77 

EA-6B to M252 3 2 2 1.77 

EA-6B to AH-64 3 2 2 1.77 

AH-64 to EA-6B 3 2 2 1.77 

F/A-18 to EA-6B 3 2 2 1.77 

EA-6B to F/A-18 3 2 2 1.77 

 

 
Fig. 2. the Structure of SEAD. 

 

According to the structure of SEAD, the adjacency matrix A can be established as the following: 

A =

(

  
 

0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0)

  
 

 

The singular values of A are respectively 4.1623, 2.1623, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, and 0.0. Therefore, C3 is 8.3246. 

According to Eq. (1), the structural complexity of SEAD is 428.4.  

 

𝐶 = 𝐶1 + 𝐶2 × 𝐶3 = 19 + 49.18 × 8.3246 ≈ 428.4 
 

Overall, with the proposed approach, this section analyzes the structural complexity of the SEAD system. 

The whole process measures the complexity simple and persuasive. The complexity result can be used to 

E-2

M252 F/A-18 AH-64 EA-6B

CVN 
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compare with other candidate structures in the design stage. 

5. Conclusion 

The structural complexity of information systems, which is an important factor affecting system 

capabilities, is related to subsystems and their interactions. In the system development stage, it is necessary 

to analyze the complexity of system structures, select a reasonable system architecture, and finally form an 

optimal system structure. Aiming at the design of information system, this paper proposed a measurement 

method of system structure complexity. This method focuses on the complexity of the interactions among 

subsystems, and can also be applied to analyze the structural complexity of system of systems. 
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